g{x)Tf{x)/{dx) = \ g(x)f(y)μτ(d(x,
JIXI Thus we will identify each T e !3$ with the corresponding doubly stochastic measure μ τ e Φ, the doubly stochastic measure βψ = μτ ψ is singular with respect to Lebesgue measure / 2 on the unit square. Let L be the set of all T e J^ such that μ τ is absolutely continuous with respect to / 2 , i.e., μ τ < / 2 . The metric
P (T,R) = sup j^ I Tf-Rf\d/:
\\f\U ^ l} , T,ReSf defines a topology on & which will be called the uniform topology. The purpose of this paper is to show that each Te L can be approximated by a convex combination of operators from Φ in the uniform topology, called the uniform approximation theorem.
It is known [3] that every TeS arises from a Markov transition function P(.,.) as Tf(x) = \p (x, dy) 
f(y),feL oo and ^P(x, A)/{dx) = /{A) for Ae^(I).
For each TG^ there is a unique T^e^ such that By the weak (strong) topology in & we mean the weak (strong) operator topology in £^ [2, 8] . We note that the relative uniform topology on Φ 1 coincides with the uniform topology on Φ x introduced by Halmos [5] . We will also define the norm topology on & by the metric
where ^(7 x 7) denotes the Borel field of 7 x 7. We note that the norm topology on Si is the usual norm topology on signed measures [4] Since TG^, it follows that φ is measure preserving, and so T = T φ eΦ. It is known that &f is metrizable and compact in the weak topology [2] . The following argument also leads us to the assertion. By identifying each element in 3ί with the corresponding doubly stochastic measure, we can topologize 3ϊ by the subspace topology of the weak * topology on C(I x /)*. By C(I x /) we mean the space of real continuous functions on / x 7, and C(I x /)* is the dual space of C(I x I). We call the topology on & so defined the weak * topology. By the usual argument we can show that £& is metrizable and compact in the weak * topology. It is also straightforward to prove the equivalence of the weak and the weak * topologies in £&. It is interesting to note that the metric topology defined by 
Since Φ f) Φ* = Φ u we have T* g <2>, and so by Lemma 1.1,
It follows from Lemma 1.2 that T* -+* T* in the strong topology. Suppose that TeΦ* and Γ n -^-> T. Then ϊ\* -^U T* e 0 and for each # G I?*, as n -* oo ?
Hence by Lemma 1.2, 7? -^-> Γ*.
In view of Proposition 1.1, our Strong Approximation Theorem 2.2 is sharper than that of [2, 8] . We now prove
The proof follows from the following lemma. LEMMA Similarly we prove that 0* is a residual set in £^w. In the remaining part of this section, we will discuss some properties of the set L. The following lemma is obvious.
The identity map T-+T from ^w to & s is continuous at T <=> T is in Φ.
•/ as n-+oo, where I denotes the identity operator.
Since multiplication on £& is jointly continuous in the strong topology, we have for each Te&, U n T-^ T and U n TU n -?-> T as n -• co. It is worthwhile to point out that p(U n , I) ^ 1, n = 1, 2, . Thus the uniform topology is strictly stronger than the strong topology.
It is easily shown that T e L~u
In Corollary to Theorem 2.4, we will show that the norm topology is strictly stronger than the uniform topology, but it is not clear whether the same is true on the set L. What is L~w? The question is not completely answered. But we state the following:
Proof. It will be enough to show that S(T, ε) $ L~u for each ε > 0 and TeL~u, where S(T, e) = {R: p(R, T) < έ). Let T nQ = U %o TU Ho be such that p{T, T %0 ) < e/2. Then S(T nQ , ε/2) cS(T, ε). Define Q δ , 0 < δ < 1, by Q § = (1 -δ)T no + δl. It follows that Q δ -^-> T no as δ-> 0, and so there is δ ε , 0 < δ ε < 1, such that ρ(T no 2* Approximation theorems* The problem of approximating doubly stochastic operators is discussed by several authors [2, 7, 8] . In this section we discuss various approximation theorems. First we will give a simple proof for the weak approximation theorem [2] and a sharper form of the strong approximation theorem [2, 8] . Proof. Let /* = l D n and a i5 = \fiTf ά . For each i and for each, Since ^ is compact in the weak topology, we have T n > T as
We can also prove Theorem 2.1 by the usual approximation of feLoo by U n f without using the weak compactness of ϋ^.
We will prove the following strong approximation theorem. Let co(A) be the convex hull of the set A. THEOREM 
For each T e & there is a sequence {R n } in such that
R n -?-» T and Rt -^-> Γ* at n • oo .
We need to prove LEMMA 
For each Γe^ there is a sequence {R n } in such that
U n TU n = R.U. and U n T*U n = R*U % for n = 1,2, ....
Proof. If we write
U u f = Σ ^IDJ, c* = 2" ( / , / e L^ n = 1, 2, ... ,
where α ίy = 2 % ί T1 D * .
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It is easy to see that the matrix D n = (a tj : 1 ^ i,j ^ 2 n ) is doubly stochastic [6] . Let ^n be the subspace of L M spanned by {l D n\ 1 <^ i <; 2 n }. By the linear operator D n we mean the linear operator on ,^£ n into itself corresponding to the doubly stochastic matrix D n . Then the operators U n TU n and D n U n satisfy U n TU n = D n U n . Similarly we have U n T*U n = D*U n , where the operator (matrix) D* is the adjoint of the operator (matrix) D n .
From a theorem of Birkhoff [1, 6] the doubly stochastic matrix D n is a convex combination of permutation matrices P fc , i.e., D nΣί=iC*P t> 1 ^ r ^ (2* -I) 2 + 1, and so for adjoint, D*= Σ By the operator P fc we mean the linear operator on the subspace corresponding to the matrix P k .
For each operator P k we choose 
where Ef = 1/.
The proof is immediate. We review the notion of the independence of measurable maps (random variables) [3] . Let φ ι and ψ 2 be measurable maps on the unit interval / into itself. Then φ 1 and φ 2 are said to be independent if /(φϊ\A) n φΛB)) = sifΛAftsiφϊ'iB)), A, B e &?(I) . It follows easily that if φ 1 and φ 2 are independent, measurable maps on I, then Since there are no invertible measure preserving maps φ γ and φ 2 on / that are independent, Lemma 2.4 can not be strengthened any further. Proof. Let w be a positive integer. For each integer i, 1 ^ i ^ 2*, the operator F Λi defined by F w< /= 2 n ί ftfeL^Df), is a doubly stochastic operator on L^D?). We note that V ni is an analogue of the operator E, i.e., V^= V ni and V ni = V ni R = RV ni for each doubly stochastic operator R on L^D-1 ).
Hence we have an analogue of Lemma 2.3, i.e., {Jjfc-Λ.I^ + JW-.
Then iS^βf e co(Φ) and the assertion follows by usual argument. Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let k and k n be as in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Then
as n-+ oo .
J/X7
By using Lemma 2.6, we have
from which the assertion follows. As a corollary to Theorem 2.4 we have the following.
COROLLARY.
The norm topology is strictly stronger than the uniform topology.
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